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Multinational Data and Privacy Protection Articles, Contributed by TechLaw Firms, 
Enhance American Bar Association’s Paris Meeting

Due to their international nature and areas of expertise, TechLaw member firms 
focus on, and have in-depth knowledge of, a wide range of technology business. 
When their knowledge is cumulatively harnessed, this unique positioning allows 
them to take a “world view” in addressing questions (and providing answers) 
surrounding various comprehensive legal issues.

Such was the case when Haynes and Boone’s Hunt Buckley needed his TechLaw 
colleagues’ assistance in pulling together specific CLE materials for a fall 2010  
American Bar Association (ABA) meeting in Paris. As a member of the Mexico 
Committee for the ABA’s International Law Section (ILS), Buckley and his 
committee needed multinational materials for their panel discussion on local laws 
pertaining to data and privacy protection.

With topics ranging from cross border data capture, retention and dissemination, 
to SWIFT (wire-transfer coded data) to laptop inspections at border crossings, 
the TechLaw member representatives answered Buckley’s call. They contributed 
articles and papers weighing in on these subjects as they related to local law in 
their own countries…from Italy to Brazil,  and from Spain to Mexico.

Buckley said the wide cross-section of information swiftly provided by the 
TechLaw member firms greatly enhances the ABA’s litigation discovery and 
data transfers discussions. He attributed the fast response to “the professionally 
intimate character of the TechLaw network, which fosters deep ties among 
member firms. One benefit we have is that member firms assist each other by 
answering brief, routine questions about local law issues without charge,” he said.

“In this case, it’s a win-win…the ABA presentation is greatly enhanced by 
worldwide knowledge that TechLaw brings, but also the participating member 
firms’ articles and white papers  gain wider exposure among peer firms who study 
best practices in local law,” Buckley said.

This successful collaboration is yet another example of how the TechLaw firms, 
when queried on a specific matter, are able to work together to provide seamless 
cross-border services of consistently high quality.
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Periodically, lawyers participating through 

their firms in the TechLaw Group network 

send us accounts of how the network 

has helped their clients and their firms. 

We distribute TechLaw Success Stories  

occasionally to highlight these positive 

outcomes and to encourage other lawyers 

within our member firms to take advantage 

of TechLaw’s resources.

Drop us a line and share your stories.
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